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reggaeton directly from the best and most famouse artists hailing from its birthplace in panama, with

opening accapella by yami bolo. 21 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Rap, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details:

Reggaeton Vol.1 Conquering Lion Soundz Group has the future of reggaeton music on lock. This is a

brash and bold statement...that we can firmly back up. The world, including the U.S. major label music

industry, has discovered that Panama is the origin of reggaeton music. And with this said Conquering

Lion Soundz has joined forces with Perfection Records to bring these Artists to a Global market! Over 30

of the biggest and best known names in reggaeton music from Panama are contracted artists and

producers on the label Conquering Lion Soundz Group. With 4 plus years of massive radio and video

rotation, CLSG has taken and maintained more than a lions share of broadcast in Panama and Central

America. These "spins" are increasing as you read this. Conquering Lion Soundz Group's artist and

producer roster reads like a who's who of Panamanian  Central American reggaeton music. CLSG

creative partner DJ FULO, is a legendary reggaeton producer/songwriter. CLSG is owned and operated

by OWEN who's born and raised in California. Owen brought his years of experience in the U.S. music

business to Panama, and quite literally took over. CLSG operates strictly under regular professional

music business practices. A legal team, contracts, and artists being paid for their work was unheard of in

Panama, until CLSG came to town. CLSG has changed the name of the game when it comes to the

music business in Panama. Long thought of as more than difficult to do business in, Panama is now

under the close watch  guard of CLSG. CLSG now has an unprecedented reputation in Panama as "the

real thing" when it comes to record labels and entertainment companies. It's good to know that doing

business with CLSG is by far the most fair, honest and reliable music opportunity in all of Panama. Not to

mention, the only game in town.
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